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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present an example of
where detailed, expert analysis of geological structure
has resulted in significant benefits in terms of
understanding the potential behaviour of quarry slopes.
Taffs Well Quarry in South Wales is a large limestone
quarry with one phase of Variscan contractional
deformation, but on a local scale the detailed structure is
more complex, the style of which was not immediately
apparent. This has resulted in potential stability problems
that have required resolution before a robust
geotechnical model could be generated and appropriate
analyses undertaken.

THE BENEFITS OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY IN HARD

ROCK QUARRY SLOPE STABILITY

A model for the geological structure of a pit and its
environs is essential in order to understand the potential
for slope instability and almost all rock slope stability
studies should incorporate the structural geology of the
site (Wyllie and Mah, 2004). However, in our experience
the interpretation of structure at the rock face often
neglects the wider, regional context, which generally sets
the structural context for the styles of deformation that
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can be anticipated. Often only the specific area of the
excavation or a particular pit wall is assessed and this can
lead to major features or deformation styles being
missed. Thus, important information on the potential
structural setting may not be used when assessing slope
stability. This can have a major impact on the estimated
stability of the slopes, particularly if new structural styles
or changes in the orientation of features are revealed as
new areas of the pit are developed. The main areas
where a specific interpretation of geological structure can
add value to the geotechnical investigation or open pit
operation are:

• Identification of the geometry and orientation of
structural geological defects for use as primary
inputs into the pit slope design process, thus
helping the formation of geotechnical domains,
which are critical in the development of a robust
geotechnical model.

• Identification of potential critical major structures or
major structural styles that may not be apparent
from the limited exposures available in the quarry
but may be inferred from regional tectonic features
or interpretation.
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• Interpretation of small-scale structures, which can
frequently be critical to understanding the bigger
structural picture, even if they are not the
immediate controlling factor in the stability of the
slopes. Such structures can be indicators of
regional tectonic processes.

• Understanding how and why the structural geology
changes as the pit develops and using this
knowledge as a predictive tool for day to day
operational development, pit expansions and new
projects.

• Reinterpretation of existing old geological models,
which may reveal previously unrecognised
structural conditions/styles that impinge on the
geotechnical design.

Whilst many quarries develop slowly, or are in
structurally uncomplicated areas, there are many sites
across the UK that have a more complex geological
history and develop new faces and domains at a rapid
rate, with large production tonnages. Certainly,
significant developments may have occurred in many
quarries between the period of geotechnical assessments.
Our experience is that in recent years more quarry
operators have recognised that a robust structural
geological model is an important component of
producing an adaptable geotechnical model that is
required for the pit planning process. The structural
assessment is therefore vital in helping to get the
geotechnical model right, especially when creating large
slopes at fast rates. The following case study
demonstrates where this approach has significantly
improved the geotechnical assessment of the pit slopes.

BACKGROUND TO REASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL

GEOLOGY

Taffs Well Quarry is a large Carboniferous Limestone
aggregate quarry located at the southern edge of the
Variscan-aged South Wales Syncline, near the city of
Cardiff. It is owned and operated by Cemex (UK) Limited
and produces approximately 1.5 Mtonnes of limestone
from an excavation which reaches up to 100m depth. In
2005 some interesting new thrust fault structures were
observed in the recently quarried NW corner, in an area
that previously had not been well exposed. Soon after a
significant fault structure was exposed dipping out of the
face in the topmost bench, with thick, slickensided gouge
infill. Further along the strike of the strata, both the
bedding and faults had been observed to be dipping
gently northwards into the north wall and thus the new
structure was somewhat unexpected, indicating that a
significant structural change had occurred during the
excavation.

At roughly the same time a small failure occurred in
the same area, thus bringing the discovery of the new,
south dipping fault into focus. The failure surface was
shown to be a weak, clay filled layer parallel to bedding
and dipping gently to the north out of an active quarry
face. Movement along the failure was minor and in the
order of 1m only and had little impact on safety or
production, but Cemex wanted such features to be
identified prior to expansion in this area to reduce the
risk of a potentially consequential failure occurring.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

Taffs Well Quarry is situated on the southern limb of a
regional scale syncline that contains the South Wales
Coalfield in its core (Figure 1). The region was folded in
late Carboniferous times during the Variscan Orogeny
which deformed southern Britain. In general fold axes in
the South Wales Coalfield trend E-W and major thrust
horizons dip to the south.

LOCAL GEOLOGY

Taffs Well Quarry exposes dolomites which form part
of the Carboniferous Limestone Series and is structurally
positioned on the northern limb of the regional Usk
Anticline, as shown in the sketch cross-section in Figure 2.
To the north of the quarry is the northerly dipping and
younger Lower Millstone Grit Series and to the south the
older, Devonian Old Red Sandstone, which also dips to
the north. The large scale structure is therefore relatively
simple. However, smaller and more complicated parasitic
structures, related to the regional folding, outcrop within
the quarry. The main structures in the quarry, from north
to south, are the Pen-y-Garn Thrust, dipping north, the
Castell Coch Anticline and the Tongwynlais Syncline, as
shown in Figure 2 (Squirrel and Downing, 1968). These
elements define the overall structural setting of the
quarry. The Pen-y-Garn Thrust has a general trend of
ENE-WSW whilst the folds swing from an E-W trend in
the east of the quarry to a NE-SW trend in the west. The
folds plunge westwards. Thrust faults with relatively
minor displacements occur throughout the quarry and
are consistent with this regional trend, as is the bedding.
The dip of the strata tends to be shallow but is sometimes
locally moderate or steep in the immediate vicinity of
thrust faults.

STRUCTURAL REVIEW METHODOLOGY

Despite the relatively high production and large area
of the excavation, it was possible to complete a detailed
mapping exercise of the entire operation, which will only
require localised updates as quarrying progresses. The
detailed mapping was completed in one week followed
by a period of time during which data maps and cross
sections across the pit were completed. The interpretative
structural maps and cross sections were then passed to
the geotechnical team for the purposes of assessing the
stability of the planned development of the NW corner of
the pit.

STRUCTURAL REVIEW RESULTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF

STRUCTUAL MODEL

The review confirmed that two main quarry scale folds
are present, forming an anticline-syncline (Z-fold) pair, as
shown in Figure 2, with related thrust structures on each
fold limb, which correlate with the Castell Coch Anticline
and the Tongwynlais Syncline (Squirrel and Downing,
1968) and which are clearly visible within the quarry’s
east wall. Minor thin-skinned thrust faulting occurs on the
larger scale fold limbs, having formed in response to
strain accommodation during flexural slip folding, as
shown schematically in Figure 3. The thrusts dip to both
the north and south with a specific orientation and
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Figure 1. Geological map of the South Wales Coalfield showing the position of the main regional syncline. The location of Taffs Well Quarry
is indicated along with the line of cross section shown in Figure 2. (After Pringle and George, 1948).

Figure 2. The geology of the Taffs Well area showing its structural position within the regional cross section. CA – Castell Coch Anticline,
TS – Tongwynlais Syncline and PGT – Pen-y-Garn Thrust. (NB - section is not to scale).
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Figure 3. (A) Illustration showing the position of contractional faults (e.g. thrusts) during flexural slip folding on an anticlinal structure.
(B) Location and attitude of thrust faults in relation to folds seen at Taffs Well Quarry.

Figure 4. Tip fold and thrust features associated with syncline-anticline pair in the south-east corner of the quarry. EW2 – southern fault
of a quarry scale pop-up structure.

attitude dependant on the host fold limb. Many of these
contractional faults become bed parallel with depth and
tip-out within the syncline (out-of-the-syncline thrusts).
Hence, flexural slip on bedding planes is also a common
feature with displacement / movement directed towards
the fold axis.

The orientation and location of the thrust faults is one
of the critical features in terms of quarry planning in that
they are the most likely planes of weakness leading to
slope failure, especially if the faults are not sealed or
contain incohesive fault gouges or breccias. The
presence of the thrusts means that, as the faces are
developed, new structures that dip more steeply than the
bedding may be encountered abruptly, as they splay off
the bedding planes, and result in planar slab failures at
either a bench or multi-bench scale.

The main fault at the quarry is the Pen-y-Garn Thrust,
which cuts the northern limb of the Castell Coch
Anticline and can be traced through part of the north wall
of the quarry. All other thrust faults can be considered
minor in terms of structural displacement of strata but can
still have a significant impact on the pit wall stability,
depending on their location relative to the existing and
planned slopes and also their specific geotechnical
characteristics. Other structures consistent with the

folding and the low angle thrust tectonic model were
observed around the quarry. Low angle listric shaped
faults, which become bed parallel with depth are
common and tip-folds, lateral ramps and pop-up
structures are present, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Because many of the thrust faults are either bedding
parallel where they are exposed, or cut the bedding at
very low angles, the structures are difficult to identify.
Therefore the other, more obvious structures, such as the
back-thrusts, pop-ups and tip folds give good supporting
evidence for the style of deformation. The structures
shown in Figures 4 and 5 helped define the structural
model for the pit, even though they were located in a
part of the quarry that was not being developed. Figure 6
shows a situation where a thrust truncates bedding at
a very low angle, its actual morphology not being
immediately apparent, especially when thrusts merge
into bedding and when there are zones of zero
displacement along the dip of the thrust.

Similarly, the Pen-y-Garn Thrust runs effectively
parallel to the bedding where it is mainly exposed in the east
wall of the pit, and small scale structures both in the footwall
(tensional joints) and hangingwall (extensive veining
and cavities) of the thrust fault help indicate the presence
and scale of this major feature, as shown in Figure 7.
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GEOTECHNICAL IMPLICATIONS

The thrust faults related to the main anticline-syncline
structure of the quarry, as identified by the structural
review, were of great significance to quarry planning,
especially during a phase of quarry expansion and with
the experience of a previous failure along the quarry
wall. The structure of the quarry was oversimplified in
existing models and local pit wall scale faults were not
understood in sufficient detail.

The strike of the bedding and the plunge of the
syncline-anticline pair relative to the existing and
planned pit slopes also complicated the quarry planning
process. The variable fold axial trends and the constraints
imposed on the pit development by the extraction
boundary meant that as the pit developed from east to
west, the structure relative to the pit wall changed. From
a situation where the bedding was generally dipping into

the pit slope (north limb of Castell Coch Anticline), the
bedding began to dip out of the face as the excavation
encountered the south limb of the anticline. Whilst
bedding dipping out of the face at a shallow angle was
considered manageable, the possible presence of more
steeply dipping thrusts along the fold limbs was
considered to be a significant risk. Thus it was critical to
understand whether there was a large thrust structure that
was sitting within the pit slope in the pit expansion area,
which could potentially cause a major slope failure if it
were exposed.

Geotechnically, the most important feature of the
structural geology in the north wall is the interaction of
structures in the immediate footwall to the Pen-y-Garn
Thrust, where faults dip into, and out of, the proposed
quarry faces. The structural review suggested that a south

Figure 5. Close-up of lateral ramp in south wall of quarry. Movement is to the south and into the face. Thrust dips out of the face and is
parallel to bedding on the left side of the image.

Figure 6. Thrust showing low angle truncation of bedding.
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dipping fault daylights mid-way down the north wall and
has an associated north dipping, thrust splay which also
daylights on the north wall. This complex type of thrust
arrangement (Figure 8) is not immediately obvious in the
faces, but becomes evident through detailed structural
mapping of the exposure in more than one plane. As
well as a need to understand the overall structural
mechanism of deformation, difficulties arise when
mapping strike faces as opposed to dip faces where the

structure is more clear. Understanding the structures
along the north wall of the quarry is critically important
in predicting situations during the next phase of
development. For instance if the structure exists in the
planned development area, and depending on its
orientation and geotechnical characteristics, it could
affect the north wall by a planar sliding mechanism
parallel to the thrust.

Figure 7. Pen-y-Garn Thrust in East Wall, showing near bedding parallel attitude in this area.

Figure 8. Looking north at structures in the footwall of the Pen-y-Garn Thrust (top). Note how the north dipping thrusts cut the south
dipping thrusts along the north wall of the quarry. Strike section with fault movement in or out of the face. N – North dipping thrust,
S – South dipping thrust.
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Figure 9. Looking west at the Tongwynlais Syncline in the NW corner of the excavation, showing the presence of south dipping thrusts on
the south-dipping limb and north dipping thrusts on the north-dipping limb. Arrows show the movement directions of the thrusts.

A feature of the southern limb of the Tongwynlais
Syncline is numerous north dipping thrusts, which
emerge from the main syncline (see Figure 9). This was
also an extremely important issue for quarry planning,
since development of the northwest corner of the
excavation would result in north facing slopes as well as
the south facing slopes in the north wall. North facing
cuts would potentially expose multiple thrust faults
dipping out of the slope. The configuration of these faults
in this wall was the main structural control in the 2005
failure.

Following the structural interpretation, the revision of
the structural geological map and interpretative cross
sections, which detailed the complex thrust fault
configuration, the maps and sections were combined
with the proposed quarry plans to help predict the
likely position and orientation of the main north wall
thrusts relative to the planned pit slopes. These sections
were then analysed using slope stability software.
Geotechnical parameters for each of the main structural
sets were defined from the mapping data and previous
geotechnical studies at the quarry. Using the new
structural model and the predicted locations of the
structures in the final quarry wall the slope stability
analysis allowed the quarry planners to adjust the
development plan without compromising safety, loss of
reserves or needing to seek additional consents to
quarry beyond the allowable extraction limits.

CONCLUSIONS

The example described clearly shows that in many
instances a detailed structural geological interpretation is
needed to develop a robust geotechnical model that can
be used to base future geotechnical decisions in the quarry
planning process. It is of great benefit to geotechnical
engineers and engineering geologists that they recognise
the value that detailed structural geological analysis can
add to pit slope design.
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